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The appearance and behaviour of alleged victims of sexual assault is the subject of 

media frenzy and mainstream discourse, driven considerably by series of high---profile 
celebrity cases. At the street level, a survey across all 43 police forces in England and 
Wales has demonstrated varying rates of which recorded rapes are filed as ‘no crimed’, 
suggesting a ‘culture of disbelief’ within the institution and a dominant image of a ‘proper 
victim’ steering the dismissal of many reports of illegal activity. Despite these exclusions, 
the issue is yet to receive formal attention in the form of a robust and transparent 
investigation and thus begs the question why a statutory public inquiry is yet to be 
embarked upon in this domain; a matter that has, to date, received scant attention in the 
surrounding literature. Extracting causal insight from the appointment process in 
neighbouring incidents such as Leveson, Lockerbie and the Butler Review, therefore, 
this paper postulates a set of nested hypotheses - namely organisational culture, internal 
management failings and harm, and public salience as exceptional failure - that 
comprise necessary conditions for the appointment of a full statutory public inquiry. In 
order to fully explore these claims, however, a ‘most different’ case selection, resting 
upon the dependent variable of type of inquiry appointed, is engaged, and a study of full 
statutory (Mid-Staffordshire Healthcare Trust), nonstatutory review (Stephen Lawrence 
murder), and no public inquiry (Marchioness disaster) is presented. Thereby dictating the 
likelihood of a full investigation of the police in regard to the handling of sexual assault, it 
appears that if inquiries are appointed as a result of salient ‘victims’ that represent the 
actual failings and organisational culture of the institution, and if inquiry findings are 
articulated in terms of ‘bad apples’ rather than ‘bad barrels’, as the analysis would 
suggest, then the prospects for effective responses to ‘no crimes’ are limited. 

 
 
Introduction 
 
In an age of increasing transparency and standards of accountability for public providers 
(Cameron 2004), the commissioning of full public inquiries has gained traction in the wider 
public as a supposed instrument of good democracy. Certainly the concept of ‘deliberative 
democracy’ (Bessette 1980) has experienced a revival of late (Elster 1998) and the widespread 
attention to recent episodes such as the Leveson Inquiry, and clamouring for the publication of 
the Chilcot Inquiry, is arguably indicative of this very situation. Although the public review-
roundabout is often cited in the literature as a placatory measure in times of institutional strife, 
and undeniably the efficacy of these instruments in effecting meaningful policy change can be 
limited, the incorporation of a judicial element into the proceedings in 2005 has demonstrated 
the potential for public inquiries to garner sustained systemic attention to the matter in hand, in 
addition to acting as a key catalyst for legislative change. Despite public desire for such 
process, however, little sustained academic investigation has concerned precisely why this 
activity is initiated in the first place and what discernible policy outcomes can ensue; other than 
presuming its utility as a form of public relations management on the part of the institution in 
question, or from the government, studies concerning the drivers for action thus far comprise a 



shallow field of literature and are a task at the heart of this project. It is recent reports into the 
handling of rape accusations by the police in England and Wales, however, and the high level of 
alleged claimants being turned away upon adjudication of contextual factors such as previous 
sexual history, level of intoxication and state of dress, that provide an interesting empirical 
setting for this undertaking. Indeed, although discussion around the concept of ‘proper victim’ in 
regard to sexual assault, and the attribution of fault to plaintiffs in such cases, is not a new 
societal trend, and much research has already highlighted its dominance in court proceedings, 
recently collated statistics by HMIC (2014) additionally charts its strong presence at the street-
level and suggests its endemic nature across the police force. Explaining this infiltration is 
undeniably complex and wavers in varying degrees between individual fault, institutional wrong-
doing and ill-defined intentions in the early stages of statute formulation. Importantly, however, 
such justifications are garnered without having first conducting a full statutory public inquiry; a 
process, it is argued, that is not only pertinence in this instance, but is a situation that requires 
causal explanation as to why it has not yet been embarked upon. It is thus towards 
neighbouring institutional crises that this project turns in order to draw insights into the range of 
catalysts for public inquiry. 

The paper develops as follows. First identifying the key empirical rationale for this 
project, the emerging trend of ‘no-crime’ in regard to the recording of sexual assault across 
police forces is presented. Gathering suggestions from the surrounding scholarship for the 
reasons for the appropriate implementation of this statutory field, the theoretical desires of the 
research, and the interest in why a full statutory public inquiry is yet to be conducted on the 
matter, is then submitted. Acknowledging the seemingly peculiar and unrelated fashion in which 
inquiries are commissioned in the existing literature, a series of insights are nevertheless 
extracted from a number of such episodes, ranging from the case of Victoria Climbie to the 
Lockerbie tragedy, and articulated as a series of nested causal hypotheses. In the section that 
follows, these claims are systematically applied to three case studies - Mid-Staffordshire 
Healthcare Trust (Mid-Staffs), the Stephen Lawrence murder, and the Marchioness disaster - 
selected on their basis of most-different examples upon the dependent variable of public inquiry. 
To conclude, a discussion on the likelihood of full and transparent statutory inquiry into the ‘no 
crime’ in reported cases of sexual assault in England and Wales is conducted. Illustrating that 
public salience demands noteworthy victims of the internal failings and institutional culture of the 
organisation, and that public inquiries often seek to hold to account agents rather than the 
structure, the prospect for such investigation into ‘proper victims’ of rape, perceived by the 
public to have been aggrieved by a third party, is limited. 
 
Sexual Assault: The Problem of ‘No Crime’ 
 
It often appears the reality that in accusations of sexual assault, it is not solely the actions of the 
defendant on trial that fall under substantial scrutiny. Far more uncomfortably, and indeed 
challenging the black letter of the law in many countries across the world, it is the behaviour of 
the complainant in cases of rape that is frequently dissected. Despite minor updates in the years 
subsequent to its passing, and overspill of regulation from bordering spheres, the Sexual 
Offences Act 2003 continues to reign as the seminal statute for prosecutions of such an attack 
in England and Wales. Almost completely replacing the 1956 Act, and the product of a 



consultation process of over three years, the instrument was hailed as one of the crowning 
glories of the Blair years, ushering in a modern and appropriate governing scheme, with the 
protection of victims at its very heart. From the outset, however, procedural matters identified in 
its sections hampered the efficiency of the new law, and the wisdom of its wording in terms of 
expedient and effective judicial process were duly questioned. Beyond mere pragmatism, 
however, criticism soon became rife around the apparent disconnect between its supposed role 
as reflective of societal attitudes towards sexual offences, and its ability to afford appropriate 
protection to victims. This challenge has long been directed at the judicial process in which 
conviction rates for sexual offences that reflect a comparatively low figure in contrast to 
neighbouring crimes, experiencing a further dip of late from 61% in 2012 to 55% in 2013 
(Ministry of Justice, 2013). Providing possible explanation to this trend, it has been indicated 
that court proceedings increasingly allow acknowledgement of the complainant’s personality 
traits to creep into judgments (Williams 1981) and studies have demonstrated the vast 
significance afforded to the behaviour and actions of the victim, in addition to the defendant’s 
characteristics, in the decision of jurors (Visher 1987). This is not a new trend in societal 
attitudes around sexual offences more generally, however, and psychological research dating 
back as far as the 1970s has noted the central place that the concept of victim responsibility has 
assumed in dialogues around the assault (Lea, 2007), first beginning with her perceived 
respectability in terms of whether she was a single, married or divorced (Jones and Aronson, 
1973), and later branching out to cover a range of factors such as her previous sexual history 
(Johnson et al, 1995), consumption of alcohol (Stormo et al, 1997), or even her clothing 
(Whateley, 2005). Interestingly, these discussions are not always male dominated, however, 
and although women are generally likely to be more pro-victim than their male counterparts 
(Pollard, 1992), a study borrowed from the same sphere of scholarship serves to highlight a 
significant trend of women attributing responsibility to female victims of sexual assault when 
they are viewed as dissimilar to themselves (Dexter and Penrod, 1997). It thus appears much 
more accurate to acknowledge that in cases of suspected rape, assumptions are made in 
regard to both a probable criminal and a probable victim in the course of reporting  

It is actually at the micro level of implementation, however, that a specific institutional 
stronghold demanding a ‘proper victim’ is really uncovered and findings from two key HMIC 
reports in 2012 and 2014 shed light on this process. Due in large part to the absence of clearly 
defined intentions for sexual offences legislation at the governmental level, clearly extrapolated 
from the mismatched dialogue and attribution of blame in the language used by the courts and 
the legislature, these service providers have significant room for manoeuvre in their application 
of the terms of the law. Of itself, this lack of explicit principles at the elite level, it could be 
assumed, would allow for wide regional variation in the usage of the statute, and the personal 
preferences of police officers at the grassroots level should, following this logic, be the most 
significant pattern unearthed in rape statistics of recent years. Although, to an extent, this is 
undeniably the case in recent statics accounting for the levels of reported crimes later recorded 
by such and there is certainly fluctuation between regions, but a far more important trend was 
extracted from this report of significantly high levels of ‘no crime’ across the board in all matters 
of sexual assault. Adopting a bottom-up perspective of the policy process, and recognising the 
significant influence possessed by street level bureaucrats (SLBs), an exploration of the police 
force across the UK indicates an aggrandized role for this institution over the matter of rape in 



the criminal justice system. Indeed, HMIC’s most recent report in 2014 entitled “Making the 
Victim Count”  demonstrated that over 800,000 (accounting for one in five crimes) reported to 
the police are unrecorded. Of particular note was the significantly higher level of ‘no crimes’ in 
regard to sexual assault, with 26% of all rape claims turned away, which was significantly higher 
than the 14% of alleged robberies, and the 11% of supposed burglaries. Interestingly, in 
response to such findings, the Chief Inspector of Constabulary called for an institutional culture 
of believing the victim (BBC News, 2014). Only two years prior, however, in which the Rape 
Monitoring Group (RMG), chaired by HMIC and charged primarily with improving the 
performance of rape investigations, published for the first time child and adult rape statistics at 
the reporting stage in a national format, with areas such as Derbyshire hosting a20% rate of ‘no 
crime’ (RMG 2013), calls were immediately made for such changes. Detective Superintendent 
Mike Forrester for the Public Protection Unit at Cumbria Constabulary, for example, was quick 
to list to the press a number of interventions to tackle such perceived deficiencies (Delivering to 
the Public 2013), In light of the 2014 statistics, however, Dru Sharpling, the RMG’s chair made 
further links to the police watchdog’s report of the handing of the Jimmy Saville affair and the 
difficulties encountered by alleged victims in that instance (The Guardian 2014), highlighting the 
ongoing difficulties that shroud this first step of the justice process and the power of SLBs alone 
to apply a policy domain as they see fit does not provide sufficient explanation for this situation. 

With recognition of these activities, therefore, comes the acknowledgement of a stark 
contradiction between the law on sexual offences and its practice, and suggests the existence 
of barriers to the appropriate implementation of this policy field, particularly at the street level. It 
appears the case that the perceived credibility of the complainant, however distasteful and 
crudely adjudicated upon, continues to occupy vast space in interactions with the police. Rather 
than the inevitable variants of personal action across human beings, the police force over time 
has evidenced a deep-seated set of norms and conventions in dealing with alleged victims of 
rape. Previous studies have submitted that cultural conventions and cognitive frames of 
reference privilege a certain way of thinking (Lowndes and Roberts 2013), thus providing 
suggestion as to why the veracity of the complainant features in a disproportionate manner in 
the reporting of rape but this alone does not provide suggestion of the likely future direction of 
policy in this domain. These practices across the institution combine to sub-consciously demand 
a ‘proper victim’ in the eyes of individual agents at the point of contact with a woman. So 
entrenched are these views, that few police officers appear aware of their bias in reporting and 
instead, in a vast majority of cases legitimately feel they are adhering to a correct code of 
conduct for their establishment. This form of ‘cop culture’ is readily acknowledged in North 
American studies, and the reluctance in UK scholarship to do the same appear dates, 
particularly in the wake of neighbouring problematic behaviour in cases such as the murder of 
Stephen Lawrence. Whether yet fully accepted domestically or not, these patterns of behaviour, 
and reliance on the concept of blame, is harmful on more than one level, however, and, coupled 
with the fact that although the perpetuation of a harmful assumption of what constitutes a 
‘proper victim’ across institutions is unquestionably troubling at the point at which an individual 
comes into contact with these actors, such a symbiotic response across SLBs can have broader 
consequences for women more generally in terms of fostering a fear of coming forward. It is 
thus of contemporary pertinence to question if the conduct of the police force in their treatment 
of alleged victims is likely to be the subject of full statutory public review, and consequently the 



overarching objective of this research to explore this possibility, and it is within neighbouring 
case studies that we identify key variables that have the potential to drive such decision.  
 
The Curious Appointment of Public Inquiries  
 
The purpose of this section is to briefly review the sporadic literature on public inquiries and, in 
particular, the politics of appointing inquiries. The first step in this regard is to consider what a 
public inquiry entails. The meaning of the term ‘public inquiry’ is so broad that the only shared 
characteristic is ‘the accident of a name’ (Wraith and Lamb, 1971); in this paper we use the term 
to refer to a particular kind of ‘post-mortem’ inquiries constituted after, and in order investigate 
the suspicion of, and to make sense of, some controversial event that leads to public disquiet. 
This kind of post-mortem inquiry has been described as the “British contribution to the legal 
world” (Segal, 1984:206). They are borrowed and applied by states all over the world, though 
particularly within the Commonwealth (See for instance Resnick, 1987; Hegarty, 2002; 
Anderson and Denis, 2003; McMullan and McClung, 2006; Prasser, 2006; McMullan, 2007). 
Different characterisations of inquiries have been offered by Sulitzeanu-Kenan (2006) and 
Burgess (2011). In this paper we group inquiries into three categories: 
 

1. Statutory Ad-Hoc Public Inquiry 
 
Generally, these inquiries are appointed under the 1921 Tribunals of Inquiry Act or the new 
Inquiries Act 2005. This legislation provides a powerful legal basis for inquiries that includes all 
the powers of the high court including the authority to require witnesses to give evidence under 
oath. Set up under the Tribunal of Inquiry (Evidence) Act 1921, and further outlined in the 
Inquiries Act 2005, and more often than not conducted in a public forum, it allows for the 
summoning of witnesses, legal representation and even the instigation of contempt proceedings 
if witnesses prove uncooperative, amongst others (Woodhouse, 1995). (This category also 
includes inquiries, such as the Laming Inquiry, into the murder of Victoria Climbie which drew on 
more than one parliamentary act: the NHS Act 1977, Children’s Act 1989 and Police Act 1996.). 
In addition to its statutory powers, this type of inquiry is public in the sense that “it is not only 
directed inward (to the appointing body) but also outward, to the public, typically during a crisis 
of confidence between the public and government ...in a way which allows exposure of relevant 
facts to public scrutiny” (Sulitzeanu-Kenan, 2006). As such, public inquiries follow the principles 
established by the 1966 Royal Commission on Tribunals of Inquiry led by Lord Salmon – an 
inquiry about inquiries – which recognised the importance of publicity. “On the very rare very 
occasions when crises of public confidence occur”, Salmon wrote, “the evil, if it exists, shall be 
exposed so that it may be rooted out; or if it does not exist, the public shall be satisfied that in 
reality there is no substance in the prevalent rumours” (Salmon, 1966:16). By contrast, an 
inquiry behind closed doors “will always tend to promote the suspicion, however unjustified, that 
they are not being conducted sufficiently vigorously and thoroughly or that something is being 
hushed up” (Salmon, 1966:38).  
 
 

2. A Non-Statutory Ad-Hoc Public Inquiry 



 
Non-statutory public inquiries lack the statutory powers afforded by the 1921 or 2005 act. These 
ad hoc inquiries are not bound by procedural rules but neither do they have the power to compel 
the attendance of witnesses or the production of documents. Consequently these inquiries are 
therefore essentially reliant on the cooperation of those involved. However, from their external 
appearance it is often difficult to discern the difference. The Scott Inquiry into the ‘arms-to-Iraq’ 
affair and the Hutton Inquiry were judge-led investigations that successfully cross-examined 
high-profile political figures and published a significant amount of evidence that would otherwise 
have been committed to the National Archives for decades. Indeed the Scott Inquiry was 
established on the understanding that the government would later provide a statutory footing 
should the need arise. This category of inquiry also includes those inquiry conducted through a 
committee of privy counsellors - such as the Falklands and Butler Reports. Whether statutory or 
nonstatutory these inquiries conform to the characteristics of being exceptional investigation 
conducted beyond the professions or industries into which they investigate, and they conduct 
their investigation in a public manner. 
 

3. A Statutory or Nonstatutory Internal Investigations  
 
These investigations are conducted through existing mechanisms or statutory platforms tied to 
specific industries or professions. The Marchioness Disaster was, for instance, initially 
investigated through the Marine Accident investigation Branch. The conditions of such inquiries 
do not necessarily carry the powers associated with the 1921 or 2005 inquiry and may also not 
be conducted in a manner open to public scrutiny. 
 

*** 
 
Public Inquiries are represented both as panacea and placebo: on the one hand a chance to 
remedy failings and mishaps, on the other an establishment whitewash that provide only the 
impression that something is being done until the controversy is forgotten (Elliott and 
McGuinness, 2002). Public Inquiries are often ascribed reputable aims – finding facts, learning 
lessons, catharsis or reassurance – but they may also involve “kicking an issue into the long 
grass, blaming predecessors in government, making a gesture, or simply buckling to public 
pressure to do something” (PASC, 2005:9). Perhaps because they are only ever conducted into 
issues that divide public opinion, inquiries are often the subject of derision. Inquiries have been 
criticised for a lack of impartiality, for too narrow scope, for investigative bias towards certain 
types of evidence, for a lack of criminal liability, for being time-consuming, for lacking a 
requirement to act on findings and for being “left-censored” – for only examining cases of failure 
and not decisions, policies or institutions that have not failed (Elliott and McGuinness, 2002:16-
20;Farson and Phythian, 2010:4). 
 The instigating controversy of a public inquiry can arise from within the behaviour of 
formal state institutions or individual office holders or from concerns about wider societal risks. 
In the former, this event could be an alleged ‘state crime’ such as the killings during ‘Bloody 
Sunday’, the production and use of intelligence before the Iraq War or the complicity of British 
Government in extraordinary rendition and torture. In the latter, a shifting trend in the type of 



controversy examined by public inquiries points to an inclusion to societal concerns alongside 
internal matters of state. These inquiries concern matters of ‘social risk’ arising from ‘pervasive 
yet diffuse uncertainty and threat’. Contemporary examples of this societal risk include child 
murder and abuse (Soham Child Murders, 2004); financial risk (Collapse of Equitable Life 
Insurance, 2001); food production (Foot and Mouth Disease, 2001); medical malpractice (Bristol 
Royal Infirmary, 1998); and transport (e.g. Ladbroke Grove Rail Crash, 1999) (for a discussion, 
see Burgess 2011).These inquiries, because they are responses to matters that generate public 
controversy, reflect our contemporary anxieties. They reflect aspirations as to how the political 
community defines itself and the qualities upon which it prides itself: “an open, transparent 
society where, if a disaster arises, the voices of the powerless are not ignored and the powerful 
are held to account” (Burgess, 2009:7; 2011:7). 

In order to be successful – in so far as an inquiry exists to investigate and make sense of 
supposed wrongdoing by the state – a public inquiry must “represent failure as temporary, or no 
failure at all” (Burton and Carlen, 1979:48). The inquiry must identify and allocate criticism 
where failings are found, but do so in a way that guarantees the legitimacy of, and renews 
authority in, the state itself (Gilligan and Pratt, 2004). In so doing, they reintroduce the basis of 
public trust. How they do so has been a matter of some interest. Recent trends in the 
appointment of public inquiries also point to the increasing ‘judicialization’ of British politics, 
whereby both members of the judiciary and judicial decision-making methods are expanded into 
areas previously dominated of politicians (Hanretty, 2013: Tate and Vallinder, 1995).  

A corollary, and perhaps a consequences of this turn to quasi-judicial forms of public 
inquiry has been form of methodological individualism in the findings of inquiries. In other words, 
even when diagnosing failures of organisational culture such as institutional racism, these 
controversial phenomena are explained in terms of agentic rather than structural constituents. 
Phenomena are explained at the agentic level of ‘bad apples’ rather than a ‘bad barrel’. 
Methodological individualism demands that social phenomena are “a result of individual actions, 
driven by nothing more than subjective beliefs and desires and wants.” Thus social collectivities 
are be treated as “solely the resultant and modes of organisation of the particular acts of 
individual persons, since these alone can be treated as agents in a course of subjectively 
understandable action." That is to say we can understand of the action of agents because we 
can understand the agents underlying motive. On the other hand structuralism considers 
individuals to be “cultural dopes" coerced into actions over which they have no control". 

This allegation of methodological individualism has been levelled at inquiries including 
the Scarman’s and Macpherson’s attempts to explain institutional racism. White shows how the 
1981 Scarman report did not accept the existence of institutional racism in the Metropolitan 
police, because of a fierce commitment to understanding social phenomena in terms of knowing 
and intentional subjects. Scarman, Wight argues, lacked any “theoretical tools capable of 
comprehending the interplay of social structures and human action, material conditions and 
ideas, in human social life". Institutional racism, according to Scarman’s methodological 
commitments, would imply that all, or nearly all police officers discriminated deliberately on the 
basis of race. The subsequent Macpherson report, in 1999, did accept the existence of 
institutional racism. Macpherson did so by identifying “unwitting racism" brought about through a 
“lack of understanding, ignorance or mistaken beliefs… unfamiliarity with the behaviour or 
cultural traditions of people or families from minority ethnic communities… stereotyping of black 



people as potential criminals and troublemakers.” Implicit in Wight’s analysis is how these 
‘mistaken beliefs’ constitute the objectification of black people as a threat and a source of 
uncertainty. The problem, White tells us, is that Macpherson did not analyse what created the 
discourse of knowledge upon which the ‘unwitting racism relied’. (See also Coole, 2005; and 
Rappert, 2011). These critiques break with the usual criticisms of ‘whitewash’ by showing how a 
public inquiry can appear to be at once fair and objective, and at once yielding occluding from 
scrutiny, certain organisational cultures or institutional biases. This occlusion is not because of 
an overt intention on the part of the practitioners, but because these conclusions or occlusions 
are logical and legitimate within the confines of research methodology established through 
discursive frameworks. 
 Much of the literature on public inquiries focuses on the purpose of inquiries and their 
effectiveness as an instrument of government - usually in terms of a trade-off between lesson 
learning and blame attribution. There is, however, very little attention paid to why public inquiries 
are appointed in response to some controversies and not others. Sulitzeanu-Kenan identifies 
three factors that influence the political decision to appoint inquiries: the politics of blame, public 
salience of the issue and government popularity (Sulitzeanu-Kenan, 2010).  
 
When are Inquiries Appointed? Conceptual Framework, Hypotheses and Methodology 
 
Whilst the effects of a public inquiry on meaning learning (as opposed to blame attribution) is 
contested, it is reasonable to consider that change in rape policing is more likely to be facilitated 
by a statutory public inquiry than by non-statutory inquiries or internal investigations. The 
statutory Leveson inquiry, for instance, has driven the establishment of the Independent Press 
Standards Organisations to replace the Press Complaints Commission - widely criticised for its 
lack of action against phone hacking activities. Existing attempts to examine and reform the 
policing of rape have not reached the standards of statutory or non-statutory inquiry. The closely 
related Payne Report and Stern Review of 2009 and 2010 held no statutory footing and were 
limited in both their investigatory powers and their public activities. The reports were, through 
the typology above, internal investigations. Through the reports, only marginal facets of the 
policing of rape have witnessed improvements. Arguably, many of these failures to implement 
reform stem from this messy status afforded to the investigations, and the lack of constitutional 
or legal requirement that inquiries be judicial (Woodhouse, 1995); certainly doubt has been 
expressed in some quarters as to the practical utility of numerous reviews, reports and 
commissions of inquiry; as Jan puts it ‘reviews some, reviews go, and women are still raped’ 
(Jan, 2011). In an institution that has had levied at it on several occasions that it houses a 
potent ‘cop-culture’ that highly influences its officers (Reiner, 2010), the likelihood of a blame 
game (Hood, 2011), as seen in other organization such as the NHS (Bradshaw, 2002), is much 
more constrained and thus, to really uncover the truth in incidents such as John Worboys 
murders, a full statutory public inquiry, with appropriate terms of reference under section 5 of the 
2005 Act is required. 

With this need in mind, we now suggest a set of causal hypotheses around the drivers 
for public inquiry, extracted from this literature on public inquiry appointment and institutional 
crisis. These hypotheses - internal failure and harm, organisation culture, and salience as 



exceptional - are nested. The hypotheses present a chain of conditions necessary for the 
appointment of a statutory inquiry. 
 
Hypothesis 1: Internal Management Failings and Harm 
 
Our first hypothesis is that there is an actual failure in public management resulting from 
resulting in quantifiable deaths, violence, mistreatment.  Examples abound in public inquiries. 
So, for instance, calls for the Leveson Inquiry arose from a report by The Guardian, claiming 
that journalists from the News of the World had hacked into the voicemail of Milly Dowler – 
listening to, and deleting some messages, an act that in turn misled Dowler’s family into 
believing Milly was still alive. Equally, Lord Laming’s Inquiry on Victoria Climbie was, in the first 
instance, an investigation into a horrific murder. Yet this murder was itself the result of 
‘frighteningly bad’ management, whereby ‘a set of professionals trying to avoid taking 
responsibility for Victoria’s welfare by minimising their interpretation of their own role as much as 
possible and relying on someone else doing the necessary work’  Munro (2004: 85). 

There are, however, some instances in which harms do not result in an inquiry. 
Sulitzeau-Kenan highlights the Lockerbie disaster as one such example. After an explosion on 
board Pan Am flight 103 at Lockerbie in 1988, 270 people died. However, calls for a public 
inquiry were not forthcoming until three months later, when evidence emerged that linked the 
disaster to attributed failings on the part of the Transport Secretary who may not have headed 
warning of an attack by American authorities. In this regard, it is the salience of an issue that is 
important, rather than simply an objective severity that can be quantified (Sulitzeau-Kenan, 
2010). This leads us to H3, below. 
 
Hypothesis 2: Organisational Culture 
 
Our second hypothesis is that inquiries are appointed where the (often rare) failing and harm is 
the realisation of an organisation culture. In other words, inquiries are appointed where the 
failing is not only (if at all) attributable to particular ‘bad apples’ but is instead the result of 
institutional behaviour presents a risk to the proper running of the department or public service. 
There is a trend in the character of contemporary inquiries to target professional cultures rather 
than simply individuals (Burgess, 2008). Taking Leveson again, from the leaks by The Guardian 
about Dowler’s voicemail, the inquiry appointed by the chairmanship of Brian Leveson 
unearthed the regulation and standards of journalistic ethics as a wider systemic risk. Similarly, 
Lord Butler’s review into the collection, interpretation and use of intelligence on Iraq’s weapons 
of mass destruction was driven by organisations failures across Western nations that falsely 
assumed the presence of such weapons. 
  
Hypothesis 3: Public Salience as Exceptional Failure 
 
Our third hypothesis is that inquiries are appointed where the failings are salient as something 
which cannot be dealt with through existing criminal proceedings or internal investigatory 
measures. This hypothesis is linked to existing claims that inquiries are driven by issues that are 
salient rather than simply severe. In particular inquiries appear to emerge where a clear victim 



or event that is salient as both the result of bad public management and organisational culture 
or institutional behaviour, leading to the issue receiving public salience as an issue that cannot 
be dealt with inside the normal investigatory measures, which may be themselves tainted by the 
same culture or bias. Once again examples abound. The current Historical Institutional Abuse 
Inquiry was appointed, as the name suggested, as the victims of Jimmy Saville alleged that they 
had been dismissed by multiple public bodies including the NHS and police - and that 
individuals within these institutions turned a blind eye. In the appointment of Leveson, again, the 
figure of Milly Dowler and her family as victims of poor journalistic ethics and the failure of the 
Press Complaints Commission combined to make the issue salient as something that could not 
be examined through existing mechanisms. 

In what follows we briefly examine three cases of a public controversy in relation to 
these three hypotheses. These cases - the Mid-Staffs Healthcare Trust, the death of Stephen 
Lawrence and A most different case selection whereby each inquiry differs on the dependent 
variable - the type of inquiry appointed; full statutory, non-statutory review, no inquiry. 
 
Application to Case Studies 
 
Mid Staffs 
 
Internal management failings in terms of the Mid-Staffordshire Healthcare Trust case are clear, 
and high mortality rates in comparison to the rest of the country at Stafford Hospital could 
clearly be causally linked to poor levels of care and hygiene across the organization. Delving 
below this easily digestible media paradigm, however, uncovers a far more convoluted process 
within the trust that led to such extreme difficulties. Certainly, the authority was in favour of 
achieving trust status, a desire that had been made clear in board meetings on several 
occasions and was continually articulated across high-ranking employees and was actually 
achieved in 2008, but this had a discernible impact upon the priority setting at various levels. To 
be afforded an independent role away from the government, and in charge of their own budget, 
the hospital had to demonstrate they were capable of meeting a number of performance 
indicators, including waiting times in accident and emergency (A&E). Taking this as a key 
example of a poorly identified target risk, and engaging Graham and Weiner’s typology of risk 
trade-offs (1995), therefore, the failings can be partially be explained. First, the target risk of 
exceeding national waiting times (as a key example of obtuse priority setting against a backdrop 
of healthcare) was a fear trickled down from senior management to the frontline of nursing staff, 
with these employees well aware of the need to meet these standards, even at the cost of other 
sidestepping other necessary procedures. Thus moving people out of A&E as quickly as 
possible often meant the inappropriate placing of patients onto wards that will ill-equipped to 
deal with their ailments. A classic example of this was the elderly omitted from residential 
homes, as such comprising a patient at high risk of carrying the superbug MRSA, being quickly 
moved onto post-surgical wards, an environment that would provide little protection against 
quickly transferring the bug across patients. This countervailing risk, therefore, is not only a 
different type, the idea of keeping waiting times down reflected an occupational or service risk, 
and the spread of MRSA constituting a medical risk, but has the potential to affect a completely 
different population. As a result, the mix of risks in regard to chasing the priority of gaining trust 



status, mixed with acute medical risk, created a risk transformation from one of arguably little 
gravity in terms of altering the bureaucracy of the institution, to another of deep consequence in 
terms of health and mortality. 

In regard to the second hypothesis, a culture of fear of coming forward, and a constraint 
on whistleblowing, has been a charge long levied at the NHS, but was made clear in the case of 
Mid Staffs. Although the problems were originally uncovered by recognition of the monthly data 
reports by the Healthcare Commission, and a group of relatives banding together to publicize 
the poor standards of care they had personally witnessed (which will be explored more fully in 
regard to H3), several lowing ranking employees in the form of nurses did speak up as the 
attention to the issue gathered momentum to uncover the environment within which they were 
operating. Helene Donnelly, in particular, raised in excess of 100 complaints over the treatment 
of patients, and later revealed the endemic bullying that existed over falsifying documents (BBC 
2013). 

Finally, the idea of victim in this case, as relating to the third hypothesis, resonates with 
the public on two levels. First, the events could arguably have occurred at any hospital across 
England and Wales, in an institution such as the NHS that people, for the most part, implicitly 
trust to provide at least appropriate standards of care. Media framing of the scandal was thus 
straightforward and galvanized mass support for the notion that ‘more needs to be done’ and 
that ‘it’s just not good enough’. In addition, there are clear winners and losers in the eyes of 
many; high ranking, and therefore logically presumed high earning individuals, versus 
defenceless and vulnerable groupings such as the elderly or women who have just given birth. 
As evidenced in the case of the Leveson inquiry, however, although this may be enough to 
attack the institution in dominant rhetoric, to force a public inquiry a single, or indeed small 
number, of victim figurehead are required to really punctuate attention, as was the case with 
Milly Dowler. Within the case of Mid-Staffs, however, this was provided by Julie Bailey in her 
campaign ‘Cure the NHS’ centering around the treatment of her mother (Guardian 2013). A 
former social worker herself specializing in care of the elderly, she was able to both identify the 
point of consumption failings in healthcare on the wards on numerous nights that she spent with 
her mother, but additionally had the toolkit to them disseminate this information to the wider 
public. 

Thereby adhering to the set of nested hypotheses above, the case of Mid-Staffs houses 
the causal indicators for public inquiry at a high level. Although, arguably, the problems of 
institutional cultural, and a significant constraint on whistleblowing, was more a trend uncovered 
in the course of Sir Robert Francis’ full statutory inquiry – some of the recommendations of 
which being to implement a helpline for such persons – and thus is a retrospective driver, it is 
still debatable that the treatment of staff featured in the rhetoric prior to the commissioning of a 
full statutory review. This point is still worth raising, however, and is something that must be 
appreciated in further research postulating the chance of inquiry into the treatment of victims of 
rape; if organizational culture is a factor largely uncovered in the course of review, which may 
be the case below in the instance of Macpherson, the legitimacy of a prospective driver, as 
opposed to an explanation of failure, must be questioned. 
 
Macpherson 
 



The 1997 Macpherson Report was formally titled as an inquiry ‘into the matters arising from the 
death of Stephen Lawrence’ – the Black British teenager murdered while waiting for a London 
bus in 1993. As a wider contributory factor in the police investigation of Lawrence’s death, 
Macpherson’s report identified a serious failure to identify and prevent institutional racism in the 
Metropolitan Police Service, the Civil Service, the NHS and the judiciary. 
 With regard to the first hypothesis, it was the subsequent investigation into Lawrence’s 
death, rather than the death itself, which was littered with a series of failures and acts of 
prejudices. Within three days of the murder, several witnesses came forward to suggest the 
identity of the attackers. It was, not however, until two weeks after the crime that any arrests 
were made - subsequently explained by the leading inspector through his basic lack of 
understanding around the principles of ‘reasonable suspicion’. Practices, such as searches and 
identity parades were poorly conducted. Evidence was poorly documented. At the scene, 
Duwayne Brooks was wrongly assumed to be a protagonist in a fight between youths, rather 
than a victim of a racially motivated attack. Beyond failures in the investigation itself, the 
Lawrence family claimed to have been patronised and neglected by the family liaison officers 
during the investigation.  
 Secondly, however, these failures were, in part, attributable to wider culture and 
institutional bias. In the wake of the Brixton riots in the 1980s, Scarman’s report detailed the 
disproportionate and indiscriminate use of ‘stop and search’ powers against black people, but 
notably stated that institutional racism did not exist (Scarman, 1981). More than a decade later, 
Macpherson identified institutional racism in the Metropolitan Police and a total number of 70 
recommendations for reform were ordered.  (Macpherson, 1999) (Home Affairs Committee, 
2009).  
 Third, a series of events contributed to public perception of Lawrence’s murder as an 
event that symptomatic of both serious racism in Britain and the inability of the Police or CPS to 
confront such violent prejudice (Hawkins, 2003:55). In 1993, Luke Knight and Neil Acourt - two 
of the five suspects - were charged with murder, only for the charges to be dropped. In 
response, the Lawrence family began a private prosecution in 1994, which collapsed in 1996. 
Yet in 1997, an inquest into Lawrence’s death found that he was killed “in a completely 
unprovoked racist attack by five white youths”. This contrasted sharply with claims of at least 5 
police officers who denied any racist motive for the murder, and raised suspicion that Lawrence 
death “echoes the experience of many victims of racist violence in Britain” (Hawkins, 2003:55). 
Amidst the growing claims of racism - in both the attack and the behaviour of the police - the 
inquest findings undermined both the police and the two internal police inquiries which has 
largely exonerated the force from blame. In sum, we can see how, by 1997, the death of 
Stephen Lawrence contains the causal indicators for an inquiry at the same high level as Mid-
Staffs. 
 
Marchioness 
 
On 20th August 1989, the passenger launch Marchioness and the aggregate dredger Bowbelle 
collided on the River Thames, upstream of Cannon Street Railway Bridge. As a result, the 
Marchioness sank and 51 of those on board lost their lives. There were 80 survivors. Initially, 
the incident was subject to both a criminal investigation and a Marine Accident Investigation 



Branch report. The master of the Bowbelle was prosecuted for failing to keep a proper lookout, 
however after two juries failed to reach a verdict the Crown abandoned the prosecution. The 
MAIB report made a total of six recommendations, identifying the cause of the disaster as poor 
visibility from each ship’s wheelhouse, poor instructions given to the lookout of the Bowbelle and 
the fact that both vessels used the same central stretch of the Thames. What is notable at this 
stage is that whilst the events pointed to serious individual failings. In the MAIB report, the Chief 
Inspector did identify a 25-year long “malaise” and growth of bad habits in both Captain’s 
decision to the duty to keep clear and in the design of wheelhouses with good visibility. 
However, in the main, much of the immediate blame for the collision to the captains of the two 
vessels. There was little sense of a wider organisational culture within the marine industry for 
which the disaster was ‘an accident waiting to happen’. In this sense, whilst H1 appears to be 
present to a high degree, H2 is not present in terms of a set of institutionalised behaviours 
similar to either of the two cases above. 

Nonetheless, Victims and families had claimed that that incident should be the subject of 
a public inquiry, drawing parallels to other transport disasters such as the Paddington rail 
disaster. Notably the MAID inquiry had been a closed, private investigation. Much of the 
demands for a public inquiry appeared to stem from a desire to see a full and open examination 
of the facts surrounding the disaster, and an opportunity for the families to have legal 
representation to ask the questions they wanted answered, rather than to challenge any of the 
basic findings of the MAIB report. The view of the Conservative government was that little new 
information would be gained by a public inquiry. In 1997, the newly elected Labour government 
appointed a public inquiry under Lord Justice Clarke to review the safety measures on the River 
Thames and to advise whether there is a case for a further investigation or inquiry into the 
circumstances surrounding the Marchioness disaster. Clarke’s report was not an inquiry on 
Marchioness itself. On the question of a public inquiry, Lord Justice Clarke concluded that “... in 
this case the facts have at no time been open to the kind of public scrutiny which would be 
appropriate” and that, therefore, “The secretary of State should exercise his power ... to cause a 
formal investigation to be held” into the incident and its immediate aftermath, including the 
search and rescue operation. Consequently, John Prescott subsequently announced a judicial 
inquiry under the Merchant Shipping Act 1995. This Formal Investigation returned similar 
findings as the MAID investigation, adding that the Department of Transport had known for 
years about the problems posed by the limited visibility from the steering positions on the 
Marchioness and the Bowbelle, and that the captain of the Bowbelle drank more than he should 
have on the afternoon of 19 August, but by the time of the collision early on 20 August he had 
no alcohol in his bloodstream. 
 Throughout these events this is a lower degree of attention paid to any organisational 
culture that contributed to the failure. Moreover, whilst an inquiry was eventually provided the 
inquiry was held under industry-specific legislation, and the decision to appoint was less 
because the event reach public salience as representative of a wider problem (which would 
indicate a higher level at the third hypothesis), but rather because the initially MAIB findings was 
not sufficiently public. 
 
 
 



Controversy Internal Failings 
and Harm 

Organisational 
Culture 

Salience as 
Exceptional 

Inquiry 
Appointed Type 

Mid-Staffs High High High Francis 
Report 

Statutory Public 
Inquiry 

Death of Stephen 
Lawrence  

High High High Macpherson  Non-Statutory 
Public Inquiry 

Marchioness 
Disaster 

High Low Low  Internal 
Investigation 

 
 
Discussion: Potential for investigation of the ‘no crime’ 
 
Our initial set of cases suggest that the presence of internal failings, organisational culture and 
public salience can lead to both statutory and nonstatutory inquiries. This is perhaps 
unsurprising because, as described above, non statutory inquiries often proceed on the basis 
that they can function as if they possess the statutory powers of a 1921/2005 inquiry. 

Internal factors of greatest significance in an episode of institutional crisis; this, however, 
has previously been discussed in the literature. What is of interest, therefore, is that this does 
not always translate directly to full statutory public inquiry unless other features such as a wider 
organisation culture or public salience through a ‘victim’ figure occurs. It can be suggested that 
the crucial link is therefore public attention that is rarely drawn unless an event or trend appears 
to represent a systemic failure that cannot be dealt with through either criminal/civil proceedings 
or by industrial/professional investigations. Further corroborating this point is that the reverse 
can also be true, and that alone a public sense of wrongdoing (exogenous shock) cannot drive a 
public inquiry. This was clearly evident in the case of the Thames Safety Inquiry into the 
Marchioness disaster in which Lord Justice Clarke remarked that the purpose of an inquiry is to 
expose the full facts of the case to public scrutiny. Later remarking that this can be achieved in 
other ways, through, for example, prosecution (Clarke 32), it can be intimated that there must be 
an additional failing to increase the pressure for inquiry. This, in turn, has a knock on effect to 
the chances of meaningful change, as the key rationale for action appears to be appeasement 
of the public. Often their attention will not see the matter through to the stage of policy change, 
and thus often, little is done post-inquiry.  

The apparent validity of these hypotheses leads us to an important point of discussion in 
relation to a possible inquiry on rape policing. Put simply, if inquiries are appointed as a result of 
salient ‘victims’ that represent the actual failings and organisation culture, and if inquiry findings 
are articulated in terms of ‘bad apples’ (as the existing literature above, suggests) then the 
prospects for effective responses to ‘no crimes’ are limited. Firstly, if the problem of ‘no crimes’ 
is the contested figure of the victim, then this poses a barrier to making institutional failings (H2) 
salient as something that is exceptional and cannot be dealt with through existing investigatory 
structures (H3). In this sense, the wider bias against ‘proper victims’ makes sexual assault an 
unlikely area for a public inquiry unless there were to be a case in which a women denied status 
as a ‘proper victim’ was subsequently and undeniably victimised. Secondly, the individualist 
tendencies of inquiry findings suggest that any inquiry on sexual assault could highlight a 



systemic and institutional culture of rejecting complainants as ‘proper victims’ but the findings 
would not highlight the wider knowledge producing practices that re-inscribe this tendency. 
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